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From the Literary Tablet»
.
ROMANTIC STORY.
But several years have since passed away,
and now both these individuals have paid the
There is a cavern in the island of Hoonga,
Mournful as the murmuring of the waving
last debt of nature. They died as they lived, ‘ one of the Tonga islands, in the South Pacific willow, when ruffled by the approaching
one a banker the other a beggar. 1 examin i Ocean, which can only be entered by diving | storm, destined to trouble the eve of an expi
ed both of their graves when I next visited the ! into the sea, and has no other light than what i ring autumn that bends its pensive branches
city. They were of similar length and ; is reflected from the bottom of the water. A over the dewy grave of some love-lorn maid
breadth, the grass grew equally green above ; young chief discovered it accidentally while en ;—alike mournful rose the sigh of the sor
>itk Lace for Veils,
each, and the sun looked down as pleasantly i diving after a turtle, and the use which he; row-stricken Matilda, abandoned by her
Jbnck« and Lo„ i
on the one as on the other. No honors, pleas- ’ __________________
__ probably be sung friends and by her cruel seducer : forlorn she
made of his discovery will
Linens,
’
From the Trenton Emporium.
ures, or delights, clustered round the grave of , ¡n more than one ’European language, so sat on her mossy stone ; spring smiled upon :
miuiion Linen Cambrick, i,
the rich man. No finger of scorn was point-! beautifully is it adapted for aitale in verse,
her hopes; summer nursed her doubts; au
THE BEGGAR AND BANKER.
ed to that of the poor man. They were both ’!> There was a--tyranical
- 1governor
--------------at Vavaoo,
44 Stand out of my way,” said a rough, sur- equally deserted and forgotten.—I thought against whom one of the chiefs formed a plan tumn witnessed her anguish ; and winter was
mete,
voice, under my window one day, as I sat too of the destinies to which they had passed ; of insurrection ; it was betrayed, and the just advancing to close the eventful year on
lauzes,
using
over the bustling scenes below.me, at I of that state in which temporal distinctions chief, frith all his family and kin, was order ‘ her despair and death. 44 Where, where she
ick Bombazeens,
exclaimed,44 where is the perfidious man,
y lodgings in Chesnut-street.
ilk and worsted Do,
| exist not ; where pride and all the circumstan- ed to be destroyed.—He had a beautiful who has robbed my youth of its peace, my
Your
honor
will
please
to
recollect,
”
repliink, plain and figufd Sath,
i ces which surround this life never find admit- daughter, betrothed to a chief of high rank,
Mantles,
1 l a sharp and somewhat indignant voice— I lance. Then the distinctions of time, appear and she *was included in the sentence. The mind of its innocence, my once fair fame of
- brown and pink Cambrii Your honor will please to recollect that I ed as an atom in the sun beam, compared , youth who had found the cavern, and kept its honour, my tortured brain of its reason ?—
Where is the perjured Edward, who this fa
blue and Lilac Florence & n a beggar, and have as much right to the with those which are made in that changeless the secret to himself, loved this damsel, he
tal morning trod this church-yard path ? In
Silk Vestings,
)ad as yourself.”
state to which they both had passed.
I told her ‘the danger in time, and persuaded the sacred temple, and at the still more sa
Amused at this strange dialogue, I leaned
<1 Sarsnetts,
' her to trust herself to him. They got into a cred altar, he has insulted his God by staining
ttmark Satins,
^er the^case, and beheld a couple of citizens
j canoe ; the place of her retreat was described the sanctuary with unhallowed vows—vows
PRIDE.
Its,
l the position which a pugilist would proba| to her on the way to it,—these women swim not his own to give—torn from my bleeding
And pride attends on all a common Friend.
ncy Silk Gauze Si ZeliaBdHly denominate squared, their countenan
j like rfiermaids,she diyèd after him, and róse heart, where he once bade me lodge them !—
POPE.
ce, Silk and Kid Gloves, ?s somewhat menacing, and their persons
1 in the cavern ; in the widest part it is about Ah wretch ! he has stolen the deposit, and
, Beaver, Silk and Kid Do, resenting a contrast, at once ludicrous and
left the poor cabinet v^bant and in ruin !—
is Millinetts,
, ----------------------- ---------- a./i
C
Ct ill
LlXÇz 1 MMX . II X
H LUI KJ J. V*.
Vv
But the thunder Of heaven will not sleep ; in
ain and Colored Ribbons, r
Her*e he brought her the choicest food, the justice will be visited by vengeance ; and the
a carcase of nearly the circumference ; ™ sayh an action—how brave he was andsufne Plaid and Gauze Do. Ling
L
finest clothing, mats for her bed, and- sandal death of Matilda will not pass unmarked
.-s ,-l
I
ra^ed and “< iiered
man
Braids and
Cords _ a goochf
a dhogshead;? and the other a ragged
erec* not a “
an to flinch. IVith
- ---- Jwo thou-1
wood oil to perfume herself; here he visited in the dreadful record of insulted innocence.”
.
„
irty, but equally
soldiers uv
he would engage to take |
ually impudent and self
sen important ! sand such ovxu^o
She spake—and beneath the almost leafless
anes. Bobbins
1
■»
/r
i
__
___
i^nrnwQii!«
nnd
all
ms
armiL
I
nntp
to
hear
and from the comparison of
their i Cornwallis and all his arm> 1 hate to hear her as often as wàs consistent with prudence ;
c ■’
,... ersonage ; U11VA
. ...........
is. it would have puzzled the most f such prating and boasting.” & Such was the and hère, as may be imagined, this Tooga branches of a withering tree, shrunk from the
> Muslin, Squares and Mountenances,
to determine
determine which
which of
of their
their language of Fumosa, when she was interrupt- Leander wooed and won the maid, whom, to drenching rain. The dawn at length arose ;
-rofound M. D. to
~f "" , 44 Pray Madam,” make the interest complete, he had long lov- the advancing sun dispersed the clouds, and
Threads,
best
stored
habitually
with ed by her friend' Cynthia.
otundities was 1
Fans,
said Cynthia, have you nut put up your con : ed in secret ; when he had no hope. Mean- gave useful splendor to the tears of Matilda !
ictuals and drink.
lamsyei!
yra repi.eu
x- umu.«—
tains
yet ?” “0 yes
replied Fumosa
—after so ! time he prepared with, all his dependants, rushing front her heart, they fell undistin
/ Upon
a Vivuv
close vrwww*
observation,
however,
the
,
OUVU Cl
. ----------------------------_ . —, of
--------many
disappointments,
I
have
got
them
male and
to emigrate in secret to
e guished among the gems of thè morning»
at last,
Iasi. j1
uuu female,
iv*
ms, Checks, Stripes and C!«ountenance of the banker, I discovered, al- many disappointments, i have got them at
While life animates the form, though sorrow
• ’ what
’
’do you think ’they cost
jst? ? Why
I And
Why ’Fiji
I4 ijiislands.
islanos.
as soon as my eye humor
fell Upon
it,’awakened
a line be- Î ^ey are t^ic ^nest V011 ever saw’ There’s
îd Shirtings and Sheetings, aost
n^akin^^ometMnff'of
and
The intention was^so well conqeale ,
a dims the cheek and sink the eye, the beams of
are
the
finest
you
ever
saw.
mrtnTi^,
liké them in town”-Fumosa they embarked m:safety, and his people ^ed the East will play upon the heart, chasing for
mon Tickings,
:uriosity, as he stood fixed and eyeing his an- j
j him, at
if he would at least a moment the dark anguish of the
at the
the point
paint of
of their
their departure,
depart!
arns>&c
.
agonist; and.this became more clear and had forgot her severe remarks on neighbor i him,
_
__
..
’
J
______
o
;
accordingly
to
j
nottake
with
him
a
Tonga
wife;
troubled bosom.—Matilda raised her eyes
arge assortment of
conspicuous, when he lowered his tone and John’s pride and ostentation.
1
*
/vm/ArU n-'fnnjokmont Pi Q XT I TA
their great
astonishment, having steered close and blessed the reviving rays. She wander
Just
as
’
1
was
writing
this,
my
broom-maker
:
Was and Grcccruh tsked—-44 How will you make that right aprapped at the door.—44 Now,” said he to my < to a rock, he ^desired them to wait while he ed to a mouldering ruin, which lent its gloomy
ionsisting of—
iear ?”
went into the sea to fetch her, jumped over dignity to an embowering grove. There re
, and American BRATO « ¿OW?” said the beggar—4-‘ why listen a wife, for she manages household affairs, 44 this \
board, and-just as they were beginning to be sided the Genius of Solitude, the fair friend of
is
the
best
I
ever
made.
Upon
my
honor,
I
I HUM. noment and I’ll learn you. In the first place madam, it is true. I always make the best of seriously alarmed at his long disappearance, virtue, the gentle reclaimer from error, the
E‘
«n 1
lo you take notice that God has given me a
he rose with his mistress from the water. scourge of vice. The high arched windows,
ncanGIN. Wh/skey, 5OU1 and body just as good tor all the purpo- brooms, and this is my ver% best. Why? madThis story is not deficient in that rwhich 1all ivy fringed and time decayed, were partially
Obfe, Sagar, Teas, &c.
of
eating, drinking, and taking am, I make brooms for all the gentry in New-j-----------j York, Boston and Philadelphia. Try it ‘ such stories should have to be perfectly de •i illumined, giving a sombre glory to the whole»
da8SOrrn’lt°
J n my pleasure as he has you—and then you
___ _______________
madam ; it will outlast a dozen Dutch brush- lightful-a fortunate
cone usion.. The
1 he party ----- “ Power supreme,” said the wandering
2SS, ChltiA1) and ^óxa v remember Dives and Lazarus just as we esj?
J remained at the'Fijis, till the oppressor died, Matilda, 44 let me, in this interval of reason,
J7J.RE,
pass. Then again it is a free country, and
Now whafis the difference in people, as to | and then returned to Vavaoo, where they en confess tho justice of my punishment ; let me
: Joiners’ and Cabinet Wifeere too we are on an equality—for you must their pride and vanity ? Is not self-approba-joyed a long and happy life.. This
This is related
relate
bless that goodness which has preserved me,
of all kinds.
know here even a beggars dog may look a gen
amidst all the cruelties I have experienced
as
an
authentic
tradition.
tion
a
cbmmon
principle,
and
aS
complete
in
tleman in the face with as much indifference
Quart. Review.
from an offended father, from impiously ar
-------- - — ----------- ~as be wouia a brother. I and you have the the soldier as in the general—in the broom
raigning thy goodness ! The comfortable ra
maker
as
the
minister
of
state
?
Does
not
the
j
H------------------------- rsame common master, are equally free ; live
diance darting from the heavens to cheer the
consist more in the extent of a
SUPPORT YOUR MECHANICS!
¡1 <11/ X WA“l¿equaIly easy, and are both travelling the difference
inhabitants of the earth, revives my drooping
man’s reputation, or the publicity of the pas- I
—
same journey, bound to the same place, and
There is scarce any thing which tends more frame. Thy hope revisits the chambers of
îj sion, than in the degree of pride possessed by j
hip formerly existing undei both have to die and be buried in the end.”
to the improvement of a town, than a fair and my heart, and prompts me to seek the man
44 But” interrupted the banker, 44 do you pre- I different persons ? Is not every man equally 1
liberal support,^afforded to mechanics of every sion of a recollected friend, who may not as a
proud
inhis
way
?
Does
not
the
clergyman
there is no difference between a beggar
in the pulpix and the lawyer at the bar, delight description. - Population is necessary to the parent has done, deny shelter and food to a
and a banker
prosperity of town or country, and that pqpu- wandering penitent.”
ile time beer, dissolved. W u j^ot in the least,” rejoined the other with to be admired for his eloquence ? Does he
Matilda, not yet seventeen, was the only
>
lation being of an honest and industrious
: firmare requested toutmost readiness ; 44 not in the least as to not cast around upon the audience a seeming .
child of a once fond parent ; indulged in eve
careless
look,
to
catch
the
eye
of
approbacharacter,
renders
prosperity
more
certain,
mediately with Oliver^essentiaiSt You swagger and drink wine in
tion ? But are these men more proud than the uniform, and unvarying. Scarce any place ry wish and flattered in every vanity, her
’•Stttle.;ahefirme’a“%«^conlPfiny of y°ur own choosing-I swagger
, _ ____________
________________
’ amst mi firn, are re?
wh¡ch Hke better then your cartman who drives a better horse than his hasW ever yet
risen to
much importance,
even1 gay heart panted after the pleasures of a dis
when
possessed
of
the
utmost
commercial
ad sipated world. But who shall swim in the
1
'm * ERASTÜS HAYM wine, in company which I like better than comrade ?
streams of human felicity and escape the sur
vantages,
without
a
due
regard
to
the
encour44
Bravo,
cries
Jonathan
;
my
horse
will
O IVER BOTR^your company. You make thousands a day
.ae:emen& of the mechanical arts. For though rounding rocks of destruction ?—Adulation
draw
a
ton
weight
from
any
part
of
the
town
June 11,1825.
perhaps—I make a shilling perhaps—If you
L
___ 1__ „„J
— importa- enervates virtue. Many were the admirers
the exportation
ofr produce,
and -1
the
—— ------are contented, I am—we’re equally happy at —three hundred weight more than any other i tion of merchandise, may form the leading {of Matilda ; she’ listened, believing all they
Jnight. You dress in new clothes; I am just horse in the town will draw.” He vaunts : features of such a place, the various arts of said ; but Edward alone touched her heart»
IJft/ JU*
as comfortable in old ones ; and have no trou- with an air of as much importance as the col
lege graduate, at the acclamations bestowed mechanism are invariably called in requisi- High birth and princely fortune swelled the
-TfflANK ACCffU’le in keeping them from soiling; if I have
! tion, and are indispensable to render the pro bosom of his father. Though enamoured of
rtmen ot ^J^dforsaM less property than you I have less to care on his first oration or his poem.
gress of commercial operations safe and easy. Matilda’s charms, the ambition of Edward
44
Look
at
this
sloop,
”
said
a
boatswain
—
about; if fewer friends, I have less friendship
1EMICHS low 1 to lose, and if J do not make as great a ñguI.e 44 such a sailor 1 she sits on the water like a To an inland town mechanics are equally im checked the generous impulses of love.. He
portant as elsewhere.
They constitute a played upon a heart already too much in his
Opposite the Mewng
_
world, I make as great a shadow on the duck. She will run round any packet in the large and respectable portion of society, in power; lie protested his truth, and made a
16,1815------ __ pavement; lam as great as you.. Besides, sound. I can beat old Sam to atoms. We i all countries, but in our towns and villages, sacred promise.—Could Matilda think evil of
tried it last summer—I let him get well a head
—
1 my word for it, I have fewer enemies ; meet
—then setting my topsail, flying jib, and stud ■ they are almost a leading’constituent part of the man she adored ? Her own mind, pure
Ql’V 4x^008* with ftwer losses, carry as light a heart, and ding sails, I left him a stern in twenty min ' their growth and population. To afford am- and unsullied, could she meanly doubt the
* J
sing as many songs as the best of you.
■ pie support to a class of citizens so highly purity of his ? Alas ! she gave her faith and
‘TT’p /JT MEi
a And then ” said the bankeH who had a11 utes, and in two hours he was out of sight.”
But how is it with the book-maker—is’nt he useful and necessary, is certainly the duty of became the victim of sed/uction.
UBJlb
along tried to slip a word in edgeways,4- is
Convinced too late of Edward’s perfidy,
Some
more
vain than any other map ? Why, indeed those engaged in other pursuits.
■fy for sale a generar
contempt of the world nothing ?”
she
diclosed to her father the dreadful secret»
branches
of
mechanism
have
to
sustain
no
)0Dutnd Swords Spur«»
“ The envy of the world isas badas its an author to be good for any thing, must be
competition from abroad} the .nature of their He turned with horror from his child; and
proud,
if
not
a
little
vain.
But,
look
ye
;
,ace, Beits, □
’roadc|^ contempts. you have perhaps the one, and 1
i business preventing any such inroads or in- in proportion to the degree with which he be
Starlet, and lüue
.
“ 5‘ ,- ■ a share of the other. We are matched there why should an author have more pride or ■ terference ; others are however subject to be fore idolized, his resentment was kindled
es, Tassels, Epaule«
terierence otners
uuwevn auujcvi w
mo
; h- —
too. And besides the world deals in this vanity than other men ? Are not all hearts invaded by the importations of similar articles against her. Such are the transitions of aiiecalike
possessed
of
the
passion
of
self-love
and
matter equally unjust with its both. You and
of foreign production, made for sale, and often tions founded upon caprice, rather than on
I live by our wits, instea d of living by our in a desire of applause ? Superiority in any ac by their apparently lower rates inducing a principle.
quirement,
is
the
ground
of
self
approbation
dustry ; and the only difference between us
The history of the ill-fated Matilda re
preference over those of our own production.
in this particular worth naming is, that it and the applause of others—Why should not Although trade and commerce in all their va mains an important momenta to injudicious pasuperior
excellence
in
making
a
broom,
or
costs society more to maintain you than it does
no uuuu
child laute
taste even the innocent
ferious branches should be free and unshackled, !rentS---■Let
Lei uu
—-- -me—I am content with a little, you want a horse shoe, inspire as much pride as the art of a regard for the growth and prosperity of our \ licities of dissipation, till religion has
’
’
1
fortified
dived a Me
great deal. Neither of us raise grain or pota making verses, or writing essays? But there own towns and villages should induce ms to the heart, and rendered it invulnerable to ev
toes, or weave cloth, or manufacture any is a mighty difference between an author and afford a reasonable support to our own mechan ery charm of every unlicensed pleasure.
<NITURF.CONSIST^ OF.thing useful, we therefore, add nothing to the other men :—The author commits the evi ics ; we should at least give them a prefer
>n and Brown CH^’^ common stock ; we are only consumers; and dence of his pride to record—The artist
VEILS.
ence, when we are not the losers by it. A
The Medical adviser says that white veils
if the world judged with strict impartiality, sounds his own praises in the fleeting air—- little experience will have convinced many,
rS'Tfe,«The
fame
and
the
foibles
of
the
one
is
exten

have a tendency to increase sunburns and
therefore, it seems to me I would be pronoun
ded and perpetuated—that of the. others is that it is in most cases their qwn interest to
ced the cleverest fellow.”
Some passers-by here interrupted the con confined to narrow limits while he lives, and
i lions : they will learn
versation. The disputants ♦ separated appar perishes with him and ’& neighbors.
\lw.
.. LLL------ff-ently good friends; and I drew in my head,
A Ballstown paper gives, as a striking effect end turn out to be bad bargains, very
ejaculating somewhat in the manner of Alex
!be worn as a summer veil. A handsome
of the heat, the melting of the honey in the , will be found to have been made to sell.
\man
should never wear a veil^Bost, Gaz,
ander in the play—is there then no more
i
Nashville Whig,
Hives, and the drowning of the Bees.
difference between a beggar and a banker!
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ered, as the Spanish officers admit, and as

It is advised to harvest oats before the straw Den. Mounet told me, the highest degree of
MAIL ARTICLES
has wholly turned yellow. The straw will
and promptitude. His previous dispoThe following article from the Norfolk Herald■
be of little value if permitted to stand till it sitions were admirable* The enemy were
Monday
last deserves to be recorded in letters^
becomes white and destitute of sap. Though nearly double, but he seized the critical mo
gold
;
and
we think that our readers will not
oats should be well dried on the ground, after ment for attack ; and said Mounet to me* we
cutting, they should not be raked nor han lost Peru in half an hour; Gen. Salom, who tion our sincerity, when we assert that we wish it
dled when they are in the driest state. commands the besieging army before Callao, in our power so to record it !
They should be gathered mornings and eve about 3500 men, is a man of great merit. 1 EXTRAORDINARY MUNIFICENCE
nings, when the straw is made limber and have seen none whose manners please me
A Paragraph has lately gone, the round
pliable by the moisture of the air. If they more. A little over 30, he looks 60 from fa the papers, announcing that a gentleman t
. are housed while a little damp there will be tigue of body and mind, but of incessant ac V irginia had emancipated upwards of eij
The New-York National Advocate contains a cutt no danger, if they have been previously thor tivity. The castles were fully invested the 1 st slaves, and chartered a vessel to send a
inst.. They are establishing heavy batteries, his own expense, to Hayti; but without
representing the Caraminian or Camblet wooled Sheep, oughly dried.
but it is probable they will only be taken by ing the name of the author of so distinguish^
accompanied with the following description of the
:
PRESERVATION OF GRAIN.
mutiny or famine. Rodil has placed himself an act of munificence. We think it due i)
animal:
To preserve rye, and secure it from insects in a situation where his ruin seems inevitable. justice to supply this deficiency, and to adi
THE CARAMINIAN OR CAMBLET
and
rats, it has been discovered that nothing Gen. Bolivar toasted him on board the frigate the following facts which have beer! com^,
WOOLED SHEEP.
more is necessary than not to winnow it after praising his valor and perseverance to take a nicated to us by gentleman familiar will
Is on W. Shotwell’s farm at Woodbridge, being thrashed, but to stow it in the granaries course in which his destruction was inevita them, as well as by Captain Russell, one of
New-Jersey, and was imported in the Charles mixed with the chaff*. In this state it will ble, but ending with a sarcasm, that he was like the owners of the brig Hannah & Elizabeth,
and Ellen, Capt. Gerry, which arrived this keep three or four years without experiencing Pizarro in the Island of Gorgone, who thought of Baltimore, the vessel chartered,
spring from Smyrna ; he is from Caramaniac the smallest alteration, and without the neces with his thirteen followers he should conquer
The gentleman who has thus distinguished
in Asia Minor, taken from on board a Turkish sity of being turned to preserve it from hu the Continent, and concluded with w may he himself, is Mr. David Minge, of Charles City
vessel bound to Constantinople, and presented midity and fermentation.- Care must be ta speedily join Pizarro, and give him an ac County, living near Sandy Point on the James
to Capt. Gerry, by the Greek Admiral Tom- ken, however not to store it away till thor count of his labors.”
river. Capt. Russell informs, that there were
bazo, who assured him that he was a native of oughly dry.—Repertory of Arts.
put on board the Hannah & Elizabeth, eighty
the above place, and that he would be a great
PRINTING.
•seven colored people of different ages, fremg
acquisition to improve the breeds in this coun
to forty years, being all the slaves
DISEASE AMONG HORSES.
The process of Stereotyping books is an art months
J
try. Their wool is particularly adapted to
which
Mr.
M. owned except, two old men
of
comparatively
recent
invention,
and
has
It is stated in the Georgetown, S. C. Ga
the manufacture of Camblets, and their flesh
been practised in America but a short time. whom he had likewise manumitted, but who
zette,
that
a
disease
prevails
among
the
is esteemed excellent and delicate. This ani
About two years since a Foundry was estab being past service he retains and supports
mal has a broad tail, and the natural color of horses in that vicinity which proves very fa
lished in this city by Messrs T. H. Carter & them. The value of these negroes, at the
tal.
They
are
singularly
taken
with
a
stiff

the wool is dark brown or snuff colour ; the
prices now going, might be estimated at a.
fleece before shearing, dragged on the ground, ness in the legs—then blunder about with Co. which has sent forth several works exe bout twenty-six thousand dollars /—and
cuted
in
handsome
style
;
they
have
lately
their
eyes
staring
wide
open,
perfectly
blind,
(except under the belly), so as completely to
Minge expended previous to their embarks
hide the feet, and weighed 21 lbs.; he is in and in a few minutes drop down dead.—A completed the Stereotype plates of Scott’s Fam tion, about 1,200 dollars in purchasing
ily Bible for Messrs. Armstrong & Co. ; this
great
many
have
died
lately.
prime condition and sound health, the size
work is comprised in six royal 8vo. volumes, ploughs, hoes, iron and other articles of hus.
greater than any of he largest sheep of our
Bugs and Fleas.—Sprinkle or wash the in all 4550 pages, about six times as much as bandry for them, besides providing them with
country. The head is beautiful, the eye
is contained in both the Old and New Testa several suits of clothes to each, provisions,
piercing and quick in motion ; no fleece be rooms and bed-rooms with common salt wa
ment,
and cost nearly 14,000 dollars. It is groceries, cooking utensils and every thing
yond the ears ; the head appears to project ter, and these troublesome insects will entire
believed to be the largest work that has ever which he supposed they might require for their
ly
disappear.
N.Y.
pa.
out. from the fleece, having the resemblance
been submitted to the process of Stereotyping comfort during the passage, and for their use
of the dark brown short fur of the deer’s
in
this or any other country ; and from the after their arrival out—He also paid $1,600
head ; the horns are handsomely seated and
specimens
exhibited it appears to be executed for the charter of the vessel.
PORTRAIT
OF
BOLIVAR.
of the middle size.
But Mr. Minge’s munificence does not end
in
a
very
neat
and accurate manner, highly
John Brentnal, an English Farmer of high
[Given in a letter from an American Gentleman of
here.—On the bank of the river, as they
creditable
to
the
Foundry.
The
edition
is
standing, residing in Woodbridge, in a letter intelligence and judgment, in Lima, dated i6th
were about to go on board, he had a peck
to William Shotwell, of New-York, dated 10th March, 1825, and published in the Daily Advertiser. stereotyped from the London edition publish dollars brought down, and calling them all
ed
since
the
death
of
the
•
Author,
and
con

June, 1825, says he took- 21 lbs. of wool from
tains all the marginal references as well as around him, under a tree, distributed the
GENERAL BOLIVAR.
him, that he would have produced from 4 to
the
other late corrections of the Author, and hoard among them in such sums and under
Or,
as
he
is
always
called,
the
Liberator,
5 pounds more, had he not have been rob
is
a
complete work of the kind. The estab such regulations that each individual did, or
bed ; that there were several places of 5 or is 42, about 5 feet 7, and slender in his per
lishment
of this Foundry in Boston, will be would, receive seven dollars. By this provis«
6 inches square from which the wool had son, and as the u hero of the Equator,” which
regarded
as highly desirable by all who are ion Mr. M. calculated that his emigrants
the
Americans
call
him,
might
be
supposed
to
been taken ; further, he is extremely gratified
interested
in the success of literary enter would be enabled to commence the cultiva
with the frame of the animal; that he is large be rather dark in his complexion. His coun
prise
;
it
may
be expected to have a favour tion of the soil immediately after their arrival,
tenance
always
of
a
serious
cast,
yet
notwith

and perfect, his limbs well proportioned, his
able
influence
in
increasing the number of val without being dependent on President Boyer
skin extremely delicate and white, his strength standing the moustachio on his upper lip, not
uable
works
which
will be published in this for any favor whatever, unless the permission
ferocious
as
many
represent
him
—
his
eyes,
great; and he has no hesitation in saying
place,
in
raising
the
standard of printing, and to improve the government lands might be so
this very extraordinary animal will prove of dark hazle, are expressive and penetrating.
of
affording
employment
to large numbers of considered.
In
early
life
he
travelled
through
Europe
for
much greater advantage to our breeds of
Mr. Minge is about 24 or 25 years of age,
sheep than the Merino or any other hitherto I his pleasure—he reads English, but does not both sexes. It is not enough that those who
unmarried,
and unincumbered in every re
are
immediately
interested
should
look
with
introduced
as he is but three years old, he speak more than a few words. French he
spect
;
possesses
an ample fortune, and has
favour
upon
such
enterprises
;
the
public
speaks
fluently,
though
not
correctly.
Apol

will undoubtedly increase in size, and pro
received the benefits of a collegiate education
duce a still more abundant quantity of wool; ogizing one day for my imperfect knowledge should afford its smile ; all due encourage
at Havard University. He assigned no other
observing that its superior size, the weight of ot French and Spanish, he said, “ O. no mat ment should be extended to industry in every motive for having freed his slaves, and for his
branch.
It
is
sometimes
said
we
are
desti

the fleece, the length of the wool, and the ter never regret it—your own fine idiom is the
subsequent acts of generosity towards them,
quality of the flesh, cannot but be the best only one worth speaking—all that is liberal—all ned, to become a great manufacturing people,
than that he, conceived it would be doing a
but
is
the
manufacture
of
Books
of
no
moment?
recommendation ; and says to ascertain the that is noble is to be found in that. It is the
service to his country to send them out of it;
What
renders
Edinburgh
a
place
of
so
much
language
of
libertyN
He
talks
a
great
deal
quality of the flesh of a sheep is by the smell.
that they had all been good servants, but that
A person handling a buck of the Merino, and with apparent frankness, and without pre resort for the learhed as well as the gay ?
he wTas rich enough without them.
Has
not
the
Press
made
Edinburgh
whatit
is
?
meditation.
He
seems
fond
of
social
life,
and
English or American breeds, will find his
We have heard of splendid sacrifices at the
hands extremely offensive, which was not the never balks a party by going away prema Yes, the Calton Hill pillar may totter and fall,
shrine
of philanthropy; aged men on quitting
and
perish,
yet
will
endure
the
monuments
of
'
turely.
On
two
occasions
1
have'
been
with
case in shearing this ; on the contrary his
the
stage of mortal existence have bequeathed
Scott
and
Chalmers,
and
Constable,
and
Bal■
him
in
large
parties
—
one
at
a
ball
and
sup

fleece and flesh were perfectly sweet. He
large endowments to public charities, and
recommends shearing twice a year. The per, where he staid from eight in the evening lantyne. It is with pleasure .therefore.that we
princely
legacies to religious and moral insti
hear
that
a
number
of
Booksellers
have
uni1
till
five
in
the
morning,
talked
the
whole
time
breed of this sheep must be exceedingly valu
tutions.
—
But where shall we find aif'instahce
ted
for
the
purpose
of
publishing
several
val1
able in this country, and we should not be at supper gave toasts and made speeches, and
of
the kind attributable to a man of Mr.
uable
works
now
much
wanted
;
among
oth!
after
supper
danced
a
waltze
with
a
handsome
surprised if Mr. Shotwell should receive or
Minge’s age ? The case we believe is without
ders for lambs for England. The hair is not girl. At a breakfast on Washington’s birth ers, Todd’s Johnson’s Dictionary, Boyer’s
a parallel.
French
Dictionary
with
Tardy
’
s
pronuncia

day,
the
day
he
selected
for
his
visit
to
the
as fine as the Cashmere goats, but it is thick
tion,
Cruden
’
s
Concordance,
and
a
handsome
frigate
United
States,
which
lasted
from
elev

er and in greater quantities.
The National Intelligencer asserts, that a
en to three, he cave several toasts arid speech edition of the Bible in octavo, all to be Stere
gentleman
of wealth near Richmond, has
es, in one of which he exalted the United otyped. It is intended also to publish an edi
The following is an extract from a letter addressed States as infinitely surpassing every nation of tion of Henry’s Commentary. Since the vast lately emancipated about 60 slaves, and made
to Mr. James Deering, of this town, by Mr. James• ancient or modern times, in knowing how to annual increase of our population calls for a provision for their removal and future sup
Sisson, of Warren, (R. I.) We publish it for the in■ unite the most entire liberty with the most great number of Bibles and other standard port. 1 his is in addition to the w glorious
formation of the Farmers in Mainer
perfect order, intelligence, liberality, &c. &c. books, no superabundance will be found, act ofjustice” noticed above B. Am.
u In the fall of 1820, I imported from Bre
His ambition appears to be of a lofty and though all these and very many other plans
men, (North of Germany,) 3 full blooded per fine description. He wishes to go down as should be successfully pursued.—Centinel.
MORE QUACKERY.
fectly white Geese. I have sold their proge the asserter and founder of South American
A female, 40 years of age, came to a skillny for three successive seasons. The first Independence, and satisfied with an ample
iul physician, with a large cancer, extending'
DEATH.
over a large portion of her left breast. She
year at $15 the pair; the two succeeding private fortune, disdains all accession of
The most sensible motive to abate the pas was frankly told, that her case was critical,
seasons at $12. Their properties are pecu wealth. He refused with some contempt the
sions
is Death. The tomb is the best course and that an immediate surgical operation
liar ; they lay in February; set and hatch vote of the Peruvian Congress, granting him
with more certainty than the common barn a million of dollars, having made it his pride of mortality : Study avarice in the coffin of a would afford the only hope of preserving life.
yard Geese, will weigh nearly, and in some from the beginning that he would not carry miser; this is the man who accumulated heap . The idea of the knife, was not vey pleasinstances quite, twice the weight, have double away even a grain of sand from Peru. His upon heap, riches npon riches—see. a few mg ; and upon the advice of some wisacres a
the quantity of feathers, never fly, and are all favorite projects are a Canal across the isth boards enclose him, and a few square inches quack doctor was called in, and he at once
of a beautiful snow whiteness. I have been mus, and the establishment of a Congress at ofearth contain him! Study ambition in the •offered to cure this difficult disease. He comvery successful this year in raising two flocks, Panama, to consist of a grand federative grave of that enterprising man; see his noble menced his operations by the application of
designs, his extensive projects, his boundless lunar caustic, over the whole extent of the
which I shall offer for sale in August; if you
decide on all disputes between the
And after it had eaten into the
or any of your neighbors or acquaintance different States; to have an army which they expedients, are all shattered and sunk in this breast.
wish a pair I will sell them at $12 here, and can call out when either of the States or any fatal gulp of human projects ! Approach the breast, a considerable depth, the application
can send them at a trifling expense, every week foreign power commits an aggression. The the tomb of the proud man, and there investi was taken off, and with it a layer of flesh, per
by land to Boston, so as to meet the Hallow idea, however seems visionary, but it is his gate pride: See the mouth that pronounced haps a quarter of an inch thick. Another
ell packets. Mr. Wm. B. Bradford, Jr. Gro favorite scheme. After settling the affairs of lofty expressions condemned to eternal si plaster of the caustic was immediately laid
cer, No. 17, India-street, head of Central these countries, and establishing their peace lence ; the piercing eyes that convulsed the on the raw wound, and another layer of flesh
wharf, will attend to it. I have sold them all and independence, it is his wish to travel world with fear, covered with a midnight taken out and thus was the caustic applica
over the interior of New-York; two or three through the United States and England, for gloom ; the formidable arm that disturbed the tion continued, and the flesh taken out from
pairs in V irginia; as many in Baltimore, both which countries he has a high admira- destinies of mankind without motion or life! time to time, and without the least intermis
North-Corolina and Connecticut, and in seve Hon. His enmity against the Spaniards, Goto the tomb of the nobleman, and there sion, until the poor woman was driven to disral towns in the vicinity of Boston ; and I nourished in the bloody war of Venezuela is study quality; behold his magnificent titles, ti action, with pain and torture, and died in
’ wish to introduce them into the State of irreconcilable. All his connexions were mur his royal ancestors, his flattering inscriptions, the most dreadful agonies.
Maine. Aline per mail, directed to me in dered by them, except an uncle whom he has his learned genealogies, are all gone, or go
[Geneva Pallad.
ing to be lost with himself in the same dust!
Warren, R. I. will meet with prompt atten in Spain.
Study
voluptuousness
at
the
grave
of
the
vo

tion.”
During the last season there were shipped
Though every thing has depended on his
“ P. S. I have one flock half blooded that <energy and talent, yet many able men have luptuous : see his senses are destroyed, his from Nashville, Tenn. 15,037 bales of cotton,
weigh on an average, when failed, 13 to 15 been formed under him. Sucre, who gained organs broken to pieces, his bones scattered estimated to have produced in the N. Orleans
lbs.; the full blooded weigh 20 pounds.”
ithe memorable battle Ayacucho, one of the at the grave’s mouth, and the whole temple market,, one million one hundred and twenty-five
of sensual pleasure subverted from its founda thousand dollars. The growing crop is ex
Portland Argus,
J
most
conclusive that ever was fought, discov- tion.
pected to exceed 30.000 bales.
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NOR^OLk, July 25,1825.
We have correct information, that the Aondon traders
TO CORSESPOHDENTÌ.
KENNEBUNK,
I here is no place in the world where in
merican sch. Ranger, Capt. Seaward, bound
The Communication over the signature of ts Àn
dustry and a talent for making money are Electa^ has been received, it shall shortly receive a
SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1825.
from Norfolk for Havana, has been captur.
more certainly rewarded than in London. place in our paper. But reasons with which v/e pre
ed by the Colombian Privateer Reprisello,
FROM BORDEAUX,
No matter how obscure the business of the
Capt. Bedford, and sent into Portobello, for’
By the ship John Marshall, Capt. Drtim- London trader, he has with the proviso afore sume the writer is unacquainted, renders it necessari
adjudication, having Gunpowder on board.
•
mond,
from Bordeaux, we learn, that on the said, chances without precedent, to become to postpone its publication this week.
Other àcCounts add, that these Columbian
J
5th
June,
a most destructive fire broke out at distinguished for opulence;
privateers were beginning 44 ¿0 feel pouter and
' that place, and continued to rage with great
There are 40,000 trading firms in that city.
right,”
violence for fourteen hours. Six large stores , Of these the haberdashers, though dealing in
4l|d chartered ,
MARRIED—in Portsmouth, N. H. Mr AtiiuWixr
containing brandy, wine and spirits of wine, small wares, carry on a great business. One
e!tPense, to Hay^1
PIRATES,
were
entirely
consumed,
together
with
a
large
^heau&fS
house alone is known to receive on ah aver
A Dutch ship has been attacked off Cape
Blanco, by a piratical boat, with 25 men, but rope establishment of hemp, cordage, naval age one million and a half sterling a year, or ^er.toM.ss Mary Hutchings, forjerif
«innificenee.
FUpW th>s defied
succeeded tin beating them off after killing stores, and about 1500 pipes of brandy and about 4000 guineas a day. There are other
spirits of wine. A large quantity of very val houses receiving 1000/ a day. There was a
and wounding a number of them.
w,ng facts whichTncJ>*
t0 ,,s
genl aVe
uable wine was likewise destroyed. Loss lamous cutler, Mr. Clark, who retailed his
------------- on Exeta- dNTer°fthela,ej01^
estimated
at three millions of francs.
small Wares to such purpose, on Exeter
A writer in the Philadelphia Aurora thinks
'veil as bv Can,
N, Y, Daily Adv,
that chaining the pumps is a more necessary
Ts of the brio- n dIn
as to amass a million of money, and
M D^r'i,eld> Mr- Reuben French of New-Maiket
,ore> 'he veJe r'F‘alli;t
step than shooting mad dogs ; and says that
A letter from our correspondent at Bor while he paid 7000/ a year to government as o Miss Sally Badger ot Deerfield, afterX S
en'lcman wh„ i harterei
urtsmp , Mr. Charles Durgin, to Miss lane Cram
fewer deaths have occurred from hydropho deaux, dated Jnne 9, received by the John income tax, he only spent a shilling a day for after
a tedtons courtship of six weeksf J
m’
phobia, for the last ten years, than from Marshall, says—Our crops generally, are his own dinner !
William
Tikn„
fl
n
’
f
?
th
a
Rct
'
Ri
chardSon,
Mr.
Mr. Walker, the sugar baker, who died
drinking cold water within the present month. good, and every appearance promises an al|v'ng near Sand/p’0
woith 250,000/ a few years since, was origin
Phis
opinion
is
confirmed
by
an
Irishman
bundant
harvest.
The
price
of
Brandy,
has
-’ard
aPk ‘Russell
h “Ha
ally porter to a wax chandler, with wages of
Who stopped at Crosby’s pump, in the vicini in consequence, fallen considerably.
*
16/ a year. Aiderman Kennet, afterwards
ty of Broad-street, a few mornings since, and
Mer, Adv,
Lord Mayor, was in early life a waiter at the
found the handle chained. 44 Ah, says pat,
Hoop and Bunch of Grapes tavern, Hatton
©Mtuarg.
you have grown wise too late—When the
HAYTI.
Garden. Aiderman Bates, and the amiable
horse has escaped, you close the stable door—
From the Baltimore Gazette,
if this pump handle had been chained a fort
A private letter received in this city from Alderman Smith, both kept public houses, -< DFD~In Amesbury> Mr. William Saunders, aced
he'tel*
night since it would have been well for many Hayti, which we have seen, says, 44 To-day and the latter had been also a gentleman’s
of my unfortunate countrymen.”
we take a stand among the nations of the waiter. Crosby, the spoon maker, was orig
ygwng, might be esfar
In Chelmsford, nth ult. Mr. John Nutt a&eH e
earth—A French Admiral has arrived here inally a charcoal boy, and died a few years
There were about thirty cases of death by with sixteen sail of the line direct from ago worth 60,000/. There is a pavier now
the heat, at Philadelphia, on the 23d inst. ; France ; our independence is acknowledged or recently living in London, who is worth
and among them three brothers, natives of by Charles the 10th, for which we have a- 250,000/. The famous Mr. Rothschild, who
°hem°banFtherart'i
20thuIt- Miss Sylvia Knann'
Ireland.
•
• ’
greed to pay thirty millions of dollars—the has been called the 44 King of Jews and the She and a brother were picking berries, when
■
Jew
of
Kings,
”
was
a
dealer
in
Manchester
fleet are all moored in our harbor,—all the
tween^hemand1
l’P°S •
tree Vi'hichstood
, them and shattered it in pieces. It appears to
It is stated that at Montreal, from the 1st to officers are on shore—There is a grand fete cloths, originally, and now possesses millions,
cooking utensils and ’WeB
the lOthinst.no less than one hundred and to day—Te Deum sung at the church, all bu and is the prime mover of all the most impor
Albany Gaz,
KJ eymigl,tre^«‘
sixty children were buried in the French bury siness suspended for a week—Banquets, balls tant loans in Europe.
WHIiam Rusdse?|CeainJTtt£
Ky‘ Co,one!
a he passage,and fori
ing ground.
and illuminations are to succeed.
havL k Kussell, aged about 6o years. FeW mei
An
Eastern
paper
mentions
the
death
of
a
iell The ^ld-kn?WiiinKenturt
Col. Ru“
anival out—Re also paid!
It is said that an English fleet is expected,
ner of the vessel.
P 1
The Baltimore and Philadelphia papers which was anticipated by the French and lady who died in great agonies, and that this sen. The soldier of all our wars : he was for fnrtw
melancholy event was occasioned by the head years the defender or servant of his Country At the
J“lnge’s munificence dwjii mention that those cities have been blessed hastened their arrival.”
of a pin which fell into her ear while she was inathi n he.en.tered the ^mies of the RepuNic/dur
the bank of the ri, ' with copious and refreshing showers. In the
ing the Revolutionary war, as a foot soldier, and rose
making use of that little instrument in picking through several gradations to the rank of Colonel
io go on board, he hath former place Capt. Hodskiss, an old and re
From the National Journal.
it. It should be borne in mind that if any
Jght down, and calling ti spectable rope maker, was killed by light
casuality
of this kind occurs, human skill can
ning
while
standing
at
the
door
of
his
walk
—
The
Congress
of
Peru,
in
consideration
of
n’ ,under a tree, distrihfe
ig tnom in such sums and' his foreman and one other person were wound the great assistance afforded that Republic by afford no relief—it is beyond the reach of med
Columbia, and induced by a rumor of a pro icine, beyond the power of the surgeon to af
“■sdons that each individual i ed at the same time.
ford a remedy. Let this melancholy example
jected
invasion
of
the
latter
state,
have
decreed
ive seven dollars. By ihb
EFFECTS OF THE HEAT.
that the Liberator shall aid it with troops, ves then serve as a caution to persons how they
• calculated that his
_______ SHXS» NEWS?
The New-York Daily Advertiser says— sels, and armaments. For this purpose he apply pins to their ears. We have before heard
labled to commence the i
of
cases
of
this
kind,
and
we
had
resolved
to
“
A
respectable
gentleman
called
at
the
of

is authorized to raise by loan $3,000,000—
oil immediately after theirt
ig dependent on President fice yesterday, and stated, that on Friday he These may be applied to the assistance of any mention the subject by way of salutary cau
tion ; and the recent death reminds us of our
purchased a basket of eggs in market, which portion of South America, where required.
MEMORANDA.
•r whatever, unless the pen
Awwed at Boston, Aug. 2d, brig Orestes, Nason
negligence.
—Balt, American,
were
placed
in
one
of
his
pantries
;
that
dur

he government landslip
Rn«nna’’5 dT~Leftl7th ult-Favorite, Lord, for
ing the hottest part of the following day, one
Gen. Lafayette’s claims under the late
Genera! Lafayette took his final leave of
of the eggs nearest the top, opened, and a law of indemnity for confiscated property
is about 24 or 25 yeaisd
chicken hopped out, which may be seen at during the F rench revolution, amount, it is I hiladelphia, on Monday 25th inst. He pro
ind unincumbered in w
his house, No. 148, Fulton-street.”
said, to six hundred thousand francs. Should ceeds first to Wilmington, and thence through
sses an ample fortune, ai
he receive that sum, about one hundred and Westchester and Lancaster to Baltimore SacOPXXJu^OthJat-4o>.lon‘ 67, Rebecca, from
benefits of a collegiate ds
oaco, tor Martinique, or Antigua^
twenty thousand dollars, (of which there is visiting Mr. Dupont on his route. The May rejj^
SHOCKING.
nched at.Ca,lais>the sch. Sarah,’of 140 tons, indiversity. He assign^
or
of
Baltimore
has
received
a
letter
from
the
The Florence Gazette states, that a dread little reason to doubt, as he comes within eve
R»'d aS l re8lllar Packet between liasrport and
wing freed his slaves,
ful murder was committed on the 28th ult. in ry principle of the provision) it will make a veteran, apprising him that he would arrive Boston, to be commanded by Capt. AnthonyP Brooks!
cts of generosity toward Giles county, Tenn. A man named Lindsey, considerable addition to the donations of this in that city on Friday, the 29th ult.
conceived it would beds whilst walking arm in arm with his wife to country, and render the decline of his life al-*
The brig Nymph, Pasno, from N. Orleans
s country to send themouli whom he had been only six months married, most as affluent as the commencement of it.
I all been good servants, fe and in the presence of her mother and cousin, It is understood that he does not go to France bound to Havana, was capsized about 300
mough without them,
suddenly drew a pistol from his pocket and for a permanent residence there, but intends miles S. E. from the Balize, and sunk—crew
d~ * *
“
taken off and have arrived at Havana.
icard oi splendid sacrificesa shot her dead!
to return again to the United States.
lanthropy; aged men on (ft
TheNewark Eagle states that a table spoon
Philad. Centinel.
BENJAMIN WHITTEN
ful of the spirits of camphor, is an infallible
aortal existence have
A public dinner was given to Mr. Clay, at
late
of
Alfred
in said county, yeoman, deceased
remedy against the fatal effects of drinking resented insolvent
nients to public charita Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 13th inst. The Em
NAUTICAL INFORMATION.
; and six Lmhs being allo wed
cold
water
in
warm
weather.
cies to religious and morali porium says, there never was on any similar
A Shoal was seen by Capt. Fanning, of the
ffom the nth of July instant.—Hereby gw/ notice
where shall we find airh occasion in that city a greater manifestation brig Hannah, on his passage from Rio Janei
iefsewa^rF.a1^ k-that KUsi?es* at the office of DanNEWBURYPORT, AUGi 2.
attributable to a manoi of unanimity and cordiality.—Mr. Clay ad ro to Trieste, June 25th, 1824, extending N.
n th! ■ r hsq. in Kennebunk, on the first Saturdavs
On
Sunday
afternoon
We
were
visited
by
a
Xrnoon
'5',DS
f™‘n 210 s °’clock> “
The case we believe isiri dressed the company, on his health being E. and S. W. 150 fathoms, with two branches
drank, in a speech of fifteen minutes, 44 in or arms from it on the N. W. side, and one thunder storm, which, for this quarter, exceed
DANIEL SEWALL,
which he gave his reasons for the course of on the S. E. side—sounded in 15 fathoms ed in violence any thing of the kind we have
v
l i
.
JOHN LOW.
□al Intelligencer asserts.ft policy he pursued in the Presidential Elec graduated Coral on the S. W. part, but sup witnessed. For a few minutes we were com
Kennebunk, July ¿0, 1823.
aug 6
wealth near RichmonH, tion,” during which he was repeatedly ap posed it much shoaler on the N. E. Points, as pletely enveloped in clouds, driven in sheets
pated about 60 slaves, and« plauded. Gov. Clinton was present at the the Grass was plainly to be seen on the sur against our buildings by a perfect hurricane
their removal and future dinner.
face of the water from the mast head. Its and charged with hail and with thunder, which
lat. was 10 deg. 7 min. N. Ion. 27 32. W. broke at short intervals with tremenduom
> in addition to the
noticed above.—B. A
FIRE.
The Ion. was deduced from Lunar Observa crashing—the services had commenced at the
The dwelling house of Rev. Samuel Spring tions the day before. But as he experienced churches, but were suspended for a time, as
of Abington, was entirely consumed by fire, a strong westerly current it cannot be depend nothing could arrest attention but the disturb
JRE QUACKERY.
on
Thursday evening last. The fire origina ed on within 20 miles; its latitude may be ed elements without. Several trees were torn
0 years of age, came toa?
up by the roots, but we hear of no other dam
ted from a defect in the chimney.
considered correct. This may be reckoned
with a large cancer, eite
age
; the body of the shower passed to the
....ALSO.:.
a new discovery, and well authenticated.
Boston Cour.
aortion of her left breast
northward. A large quantity of rafo fell, for ManuS Sat,n? Td°* B,ack and co,°üred. From the
)ld, that her case was (i
JV*. Y, D, Adv,
the MuiaiiuH
duration ui
of the
storm, but
has failed
i
-,
lug siurm,
due nas
railed to
VARNEY, and warranted of
SARATOGA.
immediate surgical opj
lhe tollowing remarks may be useful and saturate the parched soil; we still cannot but
August4
There are 1200 visitors at the Springs.
are recommended to the attention of masters entertain fears that the later crops will suffe?
he only hope of preserm
‘ the knife, was not vey j Among them is Joseph Bonaparte, and suit, oj vessels : In falling in with any remarka- from the effects of drought.
who designs to stay there the whole of the ble appearances
r^nr^c of
coo
i. _
.
.
/»
at sea,
such as L.._
breakers,
the advice of some
A gentleman from West-Newbury informs
warm season.
Sen/mfZ.
heavy ripples,
&c. it should be .their duty,
if wo that
NFORMSthr ,
.
.
ras called in, and he at1
,r
; 1
uuij, n us
mat. ci
ueuieuuuub nan-si
a iiiwai
most tremendous
hail-storm was exhis Notes anuhOm n mi7 merest, that some of
the weather will admit, to examine satisfacto- perienced there on Sunday last.• It went in ney, if not paid pne counts Wljl be Jeft Wltli an Attorthis difficult disease.
’ We learn that a Unitarian Society has been rilV whpfLnr
___ are *
•
,
. J
whether any rlonrrn,.
danger exists. Tf
If il
they"
.erationsby the appfc* formed in Norridgewock, and thaf the Rev. rily
Aug. 6, 1825. t0 1st next Sept.
a vein not more than three quarters of a mile
without
chronometers,
or
any
necessary
wide, from W. N. Wr. to E. S. E* and in its
aver the whole exten Mr# Fessenden has been temporarily engaged
means of determining the longitude, by re course cut the leaves, and in many instances
¿S, dS,"
“ “pplJ ‘h“r de,l_
cording in their journals, and furnishing the the ears from the cornstocks, stripped the
ind with it a
of
The number of members in the Methodist same to some competent person who has fruit from the trees, and almost entirely des
time, their positions might be settled to some troyed the garden vegetables; the hail
of an inch thick. W connexion in the State of Maine, as ascerdegree
of accurary ; and where any suppos
austic was immediately tained from minutes taken at the late Conferstones were as large as pigeon’s eggs, and of
Aug. 6.
ind, and another layeroil ¿nce, ig statec| at 6960. jncrease durjng the ed danger exists, never to run within 10 or all conceivable shapes—bushels of them
15 miles of its parallel of latitude at night or could have been collected fpom the ground
thus was the caustic 3p past year, 494.
Hallowell Advocate.
in thick weather.
and the flesh taken out’
-----after the storm. Its effects however were
,d without the least W
RATHER SINGULAR.
most perceptible on the windward sides of
F* a very superior quality, together with
*
WASHINGTON.
the hous’es, where, in the 2d Pasrlh only,
lOor woman was driM? A writer in the Boston Courier, in making
genuine
Xs of
It is stated, but not generally known, (says 2489 squares of glass were broken.
lain and torture, and « an estimate of the money received by the
Noah’s Advocate) that General Washington
In Amesbury we learn the tornado was
ul agonies.
‘‘ ^earborn Family,” has put down the sum
was made Marshal of France, by Louis XVI. equally violent, but the hail was not so des
For Sale Cheap by
[Geneva
pour thousand four hundred dollars to Seth
JOHN MUIE.
.—
Ga.y, Esq. Postmaster of Gardiner, whom the to enable him to command Rochambeau, who tructive.
m
rank
was
a
very
old
General,
and
could
Aug.
6.
ist season there were ^'writer says, is son-in-law to Gen. Dearborn.
only be commanded by a Marshal of France.
PHILOSOPHICAL QUESTION.
Tenn, lb,037 balesot» lhis was, of course, news to Mr. Gay, as we
On a picture presented by the Earl of Bu
The present summer the weather usually
produced in theN.OWiave been informed that he always suspected
chan, to General Washington, is written— becomes warmer after a rain; whereas in
one hundred and
had another man’s daughter for his wife.
ASH given for HEMLOCK and OAK BARIC
“ To Marshal General Washington.” The the summer of 1824 it usually became cooler.
The growing crop >
Oxford Observer.
by ,
AARON GREEN.
picture is now at Arlington House,
( Quere, the cause of this,
F
“
r. K. j Kennebunk-Port, Aug. 6.
d 30.000 bales»
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Commissioners Notice.

Ladies’ Morocco Shoes.

JAMES

kTremiCH,

handjfor sale’ a larse as*
Ladies Morocco Shoes.

a

OWsjy BURNHAM,

i

Z

Cider f'negar,
JOS. a. jt/oUALE

BY

Soda Powder,

O

Drugs and Paints,

Sark Wanted.

C

House for Sale.

a

FUHE Subscriber offers for sale his House situated
JL in Kennebunk at the Landing, so called, near
the hour of distress
Mr. David Little’s.-Said House is two stones high
well finished and pleasantly situated. If
s° “
BY JOHN GOLDIE, OF AYR.
private sale previous to Thursday the 1st
eptemO’tis not when the fairy breeze fans the green ocean. ber next, it will then be sold at Public Auction
That the safety and strength of the bark can be Terms of sale will be favourable to the purchaser.
shown ; , j
•
For further particulars enquire of the Subscriber in
And ’tis not in prosperity’s hour, the devotion,
PortlandSAMUEL •SHACKLEY.
The fervor’and truth of a Friend can be known.

,

"

New Books, &c.

PROBATE. NOTICES.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within and
for the county of York, on the eleventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty

Opposite the Meeting House,
AS just received an assortment of Miscellaneous
and School Books, Stationary, &c.

H

rjniMOTHY FERGUSON, administrator of the
JL estate of Timothy Ferguson, late of Eliot, in
....AMONG WHICH ARE....
said county, gentleman, deceased ; having presented
Lady of the Manor, 2 vols. by Mrs^ Sherwood,
his first account of administration of the estate of said
Decision, by Mrs Hofland.
deceased ; and also petitioned for license to sell real
Coopers Sermons, » vols.
estate of said deceased for the payment of his debts.
Sherwood’s Stories.
ORDERED,
that
the
said
Timothy
give
notice
to
July 30’
___ Village Sermons, 4 vols.
No 1 the bark must be proved when the tempest is
all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order
McEwen on the Types.
howlmg,
,
, _
to be published three weeks successively in the Ken
Ossian’s Poems, 2 vols.
When dangers and mountain-waves close on her
nebunk Gazette, printed at, Kennebunk, that they
Scripture guide to Baptism,
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at York, in
The Friehd?when the sky of Adversity’s scowling,
Walks of Usefulness in London and its environs,
said
county,
on
the
second
Monday
of
August
next,
E the subscribers having been appointed by the
For the touchstone of Friendship’s-the hour of
CLASSICAL.
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
Hon Jonas Clark Esq. Judge ofProbate fm
distress.
Nugents French Dictionary,
the County of York, to receive and examine the if any they have, why the same should not be al.owed, and why the sa.d
not be.granted.
Wanostrocht’s French Grammar,
When Prosperity’s day-star beams pure and un- claims of the several creditors to the estate 01
Valpy’s Greek Grammar,
MICHAEL
BUTLER
Copy Attest-GEO. THACHER. Reg’r.
Then thousand"» will mingle their shouts round its
Greek Lexicon, Do. Testament.
Luesden’s Greek and Latin Testament.
late of Kennebunk Port, Yeoman, deceased, represen
Ju,yi6____
Graeca Minora, Latin Grammar’s, Liber Primus
Rnt oh ’ let its light for one moment be shrouded,
ted insolvent, do hereby give notice that six Months
Ainsworth’s Latin Dictionary, Vergilu Delphuis,
a Court of Probate held at York, within and for the
And the smiles of the faithless-like shadows, are are allowed tö said creditors to bring m and prove
Cicero’s Orations, Sallust, Wilson’s Sallust,
county of York, on the sixteenth dayof April m the
their claims; and that we shall attend that service at
gone.
the house of the late Michael Butler deceased on the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
SCHOOL BOOKS.
Then comes the true Friend, who to guile is a stran- last Monday of this and the five following months
Walker
’
s
Large Dictionary,
1HEODORÈ DONNELL, administrator of the
from one to five o’clockJr.
The hearfofthe lone one to soothe and caress,
Whelpley’s Compend and Questions^
estate of John Bowden, late of said Yoik, de
While his smile, like the beacon-hght, blazing mdanWILLIAM PAT PIN.
ceased, having presented bis first account of adminis Murray’s Reader,
u
Sequel,
tration
of the estate-of said deceased for allowance.
July 18 th. 1825.
“ Introduction,
Sheds abeam o’er the gloom of the hour of distress.
ORDERED, That the said administrator give no
“
Grammar,
tice to all persons interested, by causing a copy ot
0
Small do. Scripture Questions.
O »tis sweet ’mid the horrors of bleak desolation,
this order to be published three weeks successively
While pleasure and hope seem eternally flown,
Grammar on Chemistry, do. Philosophy,
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
When the heart is first ht by the dear consolation,
Natural Philosophy, Turner’s Book Keepings
that they may appear at a Piobate Court to he held
Stamford’s Arithmetic, Art of Reading,
That a heaven of happiness yet may be won.
at York, in said county, on the second Monday or
Pronouncing and common Testaments.
August next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Grief fades like the night-cloud, bliss mingles with
Ingersol’s Grammar, Small, do.
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
same
should
Has For Sale a general assortment of
sorrows,
,
Blair’s Rhetorick.
. 1 « l
not be allowed.
j0N AS CLARK, Judge.
When the first sunny rays thro the darkness apTogether with almost every other School Book ge»r
b
erally
called for, at fair prices.
Copy Attest —GEO. THACHER, Reg r.
And the rainbow of hope beameth bright as it ^rr®ws
....ALSO.—
July 16.
’
All its splendor and light from a smile and a tear.

NOTICH.

W

Vol. XVI.

îïeniieôi

pu:

JAMES

Conduirons—$1
course of fie
I year. A
allarréararJes are paid

oh

1

.¡Extract o L Utter fi
John E
iuire
the
You ini
Ling and i forking 0
whi(
oxen are ehose
e
! accustom 1 d to the j
' work. 1 ley are
Iòne to tw-^years 0
Itientusag^,. Atthi
- ' J'
[
docile
anc
tractabk
A LARGE ASSORTMENT GF
; more poivkful, by
O ’tis those whose life’s path hath been clouded and
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within and
QUARTO BIBLES,
¿1er
1
i to each 0 c„
— and
for the County of York, on the fourteenth day of June
cheerless,
,
I strength 11 the drau
Can feel that full burst of pure transport and bliss, At the Store formerly occupied by Mr. Samuel L.
in the year ofour Lord one thousand eight hundred at very reduced prices.
When the trusted and tried friend comes boldiy and Osborn as ‘‘ Cheap Cash Store
be taught ¡io travel
which will be sotd
and twenty five.
, ,
.
c
STATIONARYJOHN NOWELL, adminstrator de boms non or Writing and Letter Paper, Gilt edg’d Letter paper.
fearless,
...
.
on fair principles of trade
tain it is. bat
hit at the
To share or relieve the dark hour of distressthe estate of Col. John Nowell, late of York, in Drawing Paper, Morocco do. Gold do.
I
ently
brohen
will w
July 16.
said county, deceased, having presented for accept Superior INDELIBLE INK, Paint Boxes.
Past griefs may yet cease to be thought on, but never
I seem inerrable
dible to a
ance, the doings of a Committee appointed to divide Hair Pencils, Lead Pencils, blate Pencil:»,
Can time make the feeling of gratitude less
ference ini|he mode
the real estate of said deceased among his heirs.
Tooth Brushes, Court Plaster, Pencil Cases, Dice,
May the blessing of God rest forever and ever
ORDERED, that the said administrator give no Bodkins, Black and white Glass Inkstands,
I
custom
th tai to a qt
On him who forsook not in hours of distress
tice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of Pocket do. QUILLS, some of a superior quality.
lÿen in th*
this order to be published three weeks successively Superior English Slates, Red and black Sealing Wax, 1 first be dr
0 very litt
I
out
any
0
HHDS. good third proof Tobago in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, Red and black Wafers, Wafer Boxes;
ily
loadec'i
until th
that they may appear at a Probate Court to- be he d Calfskin Pocket Books and Wallets ;
L
_
RUM.
"rNLOUR, Phipps’ superior Lemon SYRUP» Wara" York, in said County, on the second Monday o , Sand Boxes, Ink Powder, Lafayette Playing Cards,
■’ : nd matu
strength
150 do. coarse SALT.,
August next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and Common do. Conversation do- Blank do.
tanted Scythes -Likewise
many peot¡lie, is too
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should Pocket Combs, Elastic Gum.
15 Bags COFFEE,
construct! tin
ti of the ]
10 Kegs good Fig TOBACCO.
not be accepted.
claRK> Judge.
Together with a general assortment of StatIonA’
e|f wood,
less
piece
Quintals
good
Quoddy
Pollock
riSH.
WARRANTED- FIRST QUALITY,
ry, all of which will be sold wholesale and retail as
150
tion oftheibows, is
Copy Attest—GEO. THACHER, Regr.
Bls.
No.
1,
2
and
3
MACKEREL,
cheap
as
can
be
purchased
in
this
State.
300
the ease 0 the.drai
July 16.
200 do. Gennessee superfine FLOUR,
•L’1? 9from the Manufactory of J. & M- VARNEY, which
yoke or b w to the
30 do. RYE.
the positici of the si
will be sold cheap, by
1000 Bushels Yellow CORN.
are aìtoge her
L. *roat<
i-’. it
Mess and No.
¡No. 1 BEEF
ddt.i- j;
.
rgTH »T the following Shares in the KENNEBUNK
Clear and No. 1 PORK ! White LEAD ;
ifiarly
July 30*
.
.
.
andparticif
\ ’ for
J ‘ SOCIAL LIBRARY, are taxed for the years
(From the, Gospel Advocate).
Verdigris ; Linseed and Sperm OIL •,
yokes weij general
1817, and 1825, as follows; and now remain un
20 Boxes 8 by 10 GLASS ;
paid.
.
¿g
INCOLN 8c EDMANDS of Boston, have just the larges' size reqi
75 M. laying SHINGLES.
...
published “ the Holy Bible containing the Old a half to fit
r/efeet in
x b* Supposed presKennebunk Port, July 14, 1825.
_____
and
New
Testaments
;
the
proper
names
ot
which
i they are a at to hau
cts. ent owners.
Original Owners.
and numerous other words, being accurately accented
n each otl
i
Phineas Cole,
25 is 1-2 37 i-2 Unknown. in the text, and divided into syllables as they ought i draw from
12 -1-2- V,
37 J 2- yJohn Frost. to be pronounced, according to the ortheophy 0. in some in 1lances, i
Tr~B~ <vS just received from Boston a general sup25 -Samuel Emerson i
35 isï-2 37à J.K. Remich. JohrFWalker, as contained in his Critical Pronouncing land destn f their p
I
Do.
-t® ply of
„ ...
HE undersigned offers for sale, to indus
Thomas Folsom, S' *25 is i-s 371-2 Unknown, Dictionary, and Key to the Classical Pronunciation of ’ their prog »ess.
s
Ic
trious and enterprising young farmers, his Peter Folsom,
I
25 is i-s 37 1,-2 Unknown. Greek, Latin and Scripture Proper Names, by Israel 1 made tota a!y useles;
25.
75
John
Grant.
LANDS in Kilmarnoch, and Township No. 1, Edward Grant,
a
Alger, Jr. A. M. As the Bible contains the articles
50
25
in the sixth range in the County of Penobscot and
I
Do.
25 is 1 2 37 1-2 Unknown. of our fafth and the foundation of our best hopes, as wards ent felycorr
S5121-2
37
1-2
Unknown.
Dimon Giilpatrick, I
we have been accustomed to read it ourselves, and to ; of a yoke ;>f eightet
State cf Maine.
25 is X-2 37 1"2 Sara’l Ross. hear others read it from childhood, it would be natu A short y< te is nee
1
among which are
Do.
The rapid increase in the settlement of this sec
25
12
1-2
3
7^Sam
’
l
Emerson.
2
ral to suppose all are familiar with the correct pronun : where cat e would
Old Columbia Whiskey,
tion cf the State, causes these lands to be an ob John Hovev,
25 <2 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown. ciation of its language, as well as with its sublime and
Do.
Catalonia Wine ; best Holland Gm,
ject worthy the attention of those who wish to se
25 12 i-s 37 ’*2 Unknown. ueavenly doctrines. It is moreover wo obvious to ^each othe: the opp
I Nath’l Jeffords,.
Cognac Brandy ; Common do.
cure to themselves good farming lands on reasona James Kimball, jr. I
25 is 1-2 37 1-2 P Walker. need illustration that the right understanding
the ¡same mis shievohs
5 Hhds. 3d proof Tobago RUM 5
35 is 1-2 37 1 2 Unknown. Scriptures depends much on the männer in which they iyoke of\nyen, or a
Tobias Lord, jr. i
ble terms.
.
50 Boxes American and Spanish Cigars ;
25 12 1 2 37 1 2 Unknown. are read, still as extraordinary as the fact may seem, ! all thè budmess’ of:
X
Any persons desirous of purchasing Lots» may John'Lqwe, jr.
35 13 13 37 1-2 Dan'l Nason. it is no uncommon thing to witness in our schools, ana
receive satisfactory information respecting the Benjamin Nason, I
10 Chests best Souchong TEA ;
: decid
35 IS 1-2 37 i-a Joseph Curtis even from the Pulpit, the most barbarous inaccuracy I parison. So
I
George
Perkins,
Barrels
American
GIN
;
<?ame.
by
applying
to
the
Subscriber
in
Boston,
or
10
251212371-2 Heir of John in the pronunciation of many Scripture proper Names. ■ the forme] ì ; that, I
Ï
Doin Township No. Lor to
5 Kegs TOBACCO ;
[Strothers. We thus allude to a fact indicating at least the low.estate I farmer ca: ?■ be foun
1 Case Men’s Fur HATS.
Al^n Gilman, Esq. in Bangor, who is duly au- John U- Parsons, 4 i,oo
,zz 50 i>50 J U Parsons. in one important department of Biblical Literature, tor turai coui ry, wh<
He has also on hand, Old Rum, Young Hyson
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown. no other reason than to propose a remedy for the evil
thtfiZed to make conveyance^ p BoyD
Joseph Porter,
Tea, Cherry. Rum, Men’s thick leather Shoes,
25 i2 1-2 37 1-2 Abiel Kelly, in the general use of the Pronouncing Bible, rhere is Ì horses, wi tout oxe
Jos. M- Stickney, i
Sole Leather, Sperm Candlen, Chocolate, Ba
25 12 i-2 37 1^2 B. Titcomb. no doubt in our minds that the evil would be speedi y Idreds, I hi fl almost
Bangor, June 28, 1825.
j*
Benj. Titcomb, i”
Soap. Loaf Sugar, Sweet Malaga Wine.—A large
12. i 2 37I Edm’d Pearson. remedied, if Scholars and families should habitually : no other t e of hor
Joseph Thomas, X
12 1-2 371 Unknown
25
Do.
read this edition of the sacred scriptures. The edition ¡furrow for blunting
assortment of
Geo. W. Wai-1 4
48 50 98 Widow Mary F. deserves much credit for the fidelity with which he corn for h bing.
Wallingford.

New Goods

DANIEL L< HATCH,

English^ IVest India nnd

American

OOODS.

Bor ¡Sale by

new GOODS.

Jj

SIMON NOWELL,
u K
AO

Ladies Denmark^ Morocco,

SHO£S,

Notice is hereby Given,

”” New Goods.
JBarndbais Paluner,
English and IMest India

Pronouncing Bible.
L

Lands for Sale.

T

GOODS.

* Sheriff’s Sale.

Jllg^ (Hid

FI1AKEN on Execution, and will be
s0|d at pdbi5c Auction on Monday
50 Bush’s, superior Wheat, Boxes of Herrin - Iork, ss. I
the
fifteenth
day
of
August next, at two o’clock in
1000 Pounds warranted Gun POWDER.
the afternoon ; at the store of John Frost in SoutnGENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
Berwick, in said County, all the R’ght in Equity
which Caleb Frost of Berwick, in said county, has of
redeeming the farm on which he now lives, situated
Such as Buttons, Laces Brades, Sword; P™- and lying in said Berwick, under the mcumberance
of a mortgage to William A. Hayes, and Charles N.
letts. Belts, Eagles, Plumes, Cords, &c
■
Cogswell, Esqrs.
is in daily expectation of an additions’ rr j
RICHARD SHAPLEIGH, Deputy Sheriff.

ALSO....*
Militaru GOODK

e.> >.a

10© Casls :
nails,

Berwick, July 11, 1825L

Blank Books..

•”

a Manufacturing establishment gheathi
Nails>
He will also be supphed w^ g ik
f aU di.
Deck Nails, Cut and Wro*
r
mensivns.
. to continue their favours
His friends are invi^e patronage of the public
and he hopes to mex
x
generally.
July 30,
—

LARGE assortment of BLANK ACCOUNT
BOOKS, constantly on hand, and for sale at.

AJAMES K. REMICH’S BOOKSTORE
Opposite the Meeting House.
Kennebunk July 16, 1825-

lingford,
J
C. W. Williams, J
25 12I 371 Widow A. Frost.
And that agreeable to a vote of the Proprietors of
said Library, unless the said Taxes with the inter
vening charges thereon, are paid by the second Mon
day tn February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon ;
such delinquent Shires will then be sold at Public:
Vendue, at the dwelling house of Nathaniel M.
Towle, innholder in said Kennebunk, in order to sat•
isfy the said Taxes and intervening charges.
DANIEL SEWALL,
T
BARNABAS PALMER, >Committee.
TIMOTHY FROST. J
Kennebunk, July 1,1825^
i

has completed so laborious an undertaking, and the
enterprising publishers deserve generous public pat
ronage for this new proof of their efforts to raise the
standard of American Typography.

JAMES K. REMICH,
Opposite, the Meeting House,
HAS just received a supply of the PRONOUNCING BIBLES, at the Publisher’s Prices.
Kennebunk, Julv 8, 1825.

WARRANTED POWDER.

nOWDER of superior quality in canisters of one
JL
pound each, for shipping, constantly for sale by
the subscriber.—Also, Powder by the quarter cask,
for the purpose of retailing or for Town Magazines
—Can at all timesjbe had as above at the Boston pri’
ces.
BARNABAS PALMER.
HE Copartnership formerly existing under the
July 9.
firm of

tFLook at This^rn
T

Ifcf

& Bourne,

Ito o in JPapcr.

has for a considerable time beer, dissolved. All per
sons indebted to the firm are requested to call and settie their accounts immediately with Oliver Bourne,
JAMES K.
.
IX ho is authorized to settle the same, and all persons
HAS
Just
received
a
large
assortment
of
FOR SALE BY
h iving demands against said firm, are requested to
French and American Room Papers.
Ar
BARNABAS PALMER,
present them for settlement.
:
ER ASTUS HAYES,
Which he will sell at very reduced prices.
TZTEPS
constantly
for
sale
a
general
assortment
of
.iy sa
OLIVER BOURNE.
JLK Military GOODS, and trimmings, such as
July 8.
..... .....
Kennebunk
Port,
June
11,
1825.
awis6wos
Cords, Brades, Lace, Belts, Swords, Spurs,
goods again
Plumes, Buttons, Scarlet, and Blue Broadcloths,
Belt Plates, Eagles, Tassels, Epauletts, &c. &c.
’UMTANTED Cotton and Linen or Cotton RAGS,
■
'dWEN BURNHAM,
¥ V for which the highest price will be given, tn July a.
F the York Baptist Association, held at the Bap
exchange for Books and Stationary, Paper Hangings,
HAS JUST RECEIVED
tist Meeting House, in the second parish in
Writing Paper, &c. at
Shapleigh, June 8th and 9th, 1825.—Are ready forA complete assoi tment of
I THE BAPTIST MAGAZINE,
Foreign and Domestic GOOD^>
delivery at
REMICH’S Bookstore.
OR JULY, is ready for delivery to subscribers at
Opposite the Meeting House..... Kennebunk»
July ?■
!
Kennebunk,
July
23,1825.
J. K. Renick’s Bookstore,
June 4.
' •

~1

DR,

Military Goods

E.A6S.

THE MINUTES

O

J. K. Reniich s Bookstore.

F

—

.

4
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To THE Editor :in our fam fly agre«
’ ceipt, and índing r
pend you t ¡copy fo
1 think pror j|r to giv
“ Boil 1 4 lb. of
water; w ■bn boile
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le
tommon y last;
1
then stir ii ; Indian
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12 or 3 incl Is in dii
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[is quite dr; “i when
;it in warm ijvater, c
Relient, ani n will kt
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